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Using data on repurchase agreements by primary securities dealers, we

show that three classes of securities (Treasury securities, securities

issued by government-sponsored agencies, and mortgage-backed

securities) can be formally ranked in terms of their collateral values in

the general collateral (GC) market. We then show that GC repurchase

agreement (repo) spreads across asset classes display jumps and

signi�cant temporal variation, especially at times of predictable

liquidity needs, consistent with the “safe haven” properties of Treasury

securities: These jumps are driven almost entirely by the behavior of the GC

repo rates of Treasury securities. Estimating the “collateral rents” earned

by owners of these securities, we �nd such rents to be sizable for

Treasury securities and nearly zero for agency and mortgage-backed

securities. Finally, we link collateral values to asset prices in a simple

no-arbitrage framework and show that variations in collateral values

explain a signi�cant fraction of changes in short-term yield spreads

but not those of longer-term spreads. Our results point to securities'

role as collateral as a promising direction of research to improve

understanding of the pricing of money market securities and their

spreads.
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